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Abstract. In this paper we focus on the relationship between a number of speci-
fication models. The models are formulated in the Unifying Theories of Program-
ming of Hoare and He, but correspond to widely used specification models. We
cover issues such as partial correctness, total correctness, and general correctness.
The properties we use to distinguish the models are these:
– whether they allow the specification of assumptions about the initial state
outside of which no guarantees are given about the behaviour of the program,
i.e., the program may “abort”;
– whether a specification may allow or even require nontermination as a valid
(non-aborting) outcome; and
– whether they allow the expression of tests or enabling conditions, outside of
which the program has no possible behaviour.
When considering termination, we consider both an abstract model, which only
distinguishes whether a program terminates or not, as well as models that include
a notion of time: either abstract time representing a notion of progress or real-
time.
1 Introduction
The aim of this paper is to better understand the relationships between a number of mod-
els of program specifications. We are interested in whether they can express properties
such as total correctness, partial correctness, general correctness, timing properties, and
reactive behaviour. As a framework to relate these models we use Hoare and He’s Uni-
fying Theories of Programming (UTP) [1], because this theory is general enough to
do this succinctly.4 Section 2 addresses UTP designs (or specifications), which support
total-correctness specifications in the form of a precondition and a pre-post relation.
These correspond to specifications in VDM [2], the refinement calculus [3–6], and B
[7]. Section 3 examines Z specifications [8, 9], which form the least expressive model
considered here.
Section 4 introduces a new model that extends designs to distinguish abort and non-
termination; this allows specification of both total- and partial-correctness properties.
4 The UTP models that we consider are based on homogeneous relations between states. These
are not rich enough to express both demonic and angelic choice simultaneously, which is possi-
ble in predicate transformer models, but such relational models are sufficient for the properties
explored in this paper.
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Extended designs can also express general-correctness properties. General correctness
allows a termination set to be defined, but does not model a program aborting. General
correctness is explored in Section 5, and Section 6 highlights the distinction between
an assumption on the initial state and a termination set.
Section 7 generalises extended designs to allow timing properties to be expressed
by using an observation of the time,  , with  0 =1 signifying nontermination; this ap-
proach is similar to that used by Hehner [10]. Section 8 generalises this further to allow
the expression of reactive properties of traces of the program variables over time; this
model corresponds to the real-time refinement calculus [11–15]. Figure 1 summarises
the relationships between the models graphically.
Before getting into the details of the models, we warn the reader that the literature
on the different models uses the term “precondition” in various different ways. It may
be any of
– an assumption: a condition characterising those initial states from which the pro-
gram is required to work properly or not be enabled, but outside of which it may
“abort” (for example, by crashing), or terminate capriciously with an incorrect re-
sult, or fail to terminate at all by executing forever;
– a termination set: the initial states from which termination is required;
– an enabling condition (or guard or test): execution can only begin from initial states
satisfying the condition (i.e., it is infeasible outside the enabling condition); or
– combinations of the above.
In all cases it is a predicate on the initial state. These different interpretations of the
term “precondition” can lead to misunderstandings when moving from one model to
another. One aim of this paper is to clarify these distinctions by making it clear how
“precondition” is interpreted in each model.
Syntactic substitution. We use the notation r
 e
v

to stand for the relation r with every
free occurrence of the variable name v replaced by the expression e. This can also be
generalised so that v is a list of variable names and e a corresponding list of expressions.
2 UTP Designs
In Hoare and He’s Unifying Theories of Programming (UTP), designs (or specifica-
tions) and programs are modelled via relations between the before and after program
states [1]. A special boolean observation okay is used to model program termination,
which in the model is indistinguishable from the program not aborting. Hoare and He
[1] also use the term stable. A design has the syntax (p ` w), where p is a single-state
predicate on the before-values of the program variables and w characterises a relation
between before- and after-values of the program variables.5 For UTP designs the pre-
condition, p, represents both an assumption on the initial state and the set of initial
states from which termination is required. The semantics of a design is given by a rela-
tion characterised by the predicate
okay ^ p) okay0 ^ w ; (1)
where unprimed variable names correspond to the initial values of the variables and
primed names to their final values. If the program starts (i.e., okay holds) in an initial
state in which p holds, the program will terminate (i.e., okay0 will hold) and relation w
will hold between the initial and final states. Neither p nor w may refer to the obser-
vations okay and okay0.6 Designs only model total correctness. To simplify the presen-
tation below, we do not distinguish between a relation and the predicate characterising
that relation.
A design (p0 ` w0) is refined by another design (p1 ` w1), written
(p0 ` w0) v (p1 ` w1) ;
provided the semantic relation defined by the latter implies (is included in) the semantic
relation defined by the former, that is,
[(okay ^ p1 ) okay0 ^ w1)) (okay ^ p0 ) okay0 ^ w0)] ; (2)
where, as in Hoare and He [1], the notation [P] stands for the universal quantification
of P over all variables in the alphabet (including okay and okay0). Refinement condition
(2) holds if and only if
[p0 ) (p1 ^ (w1 ) w0))] : (3)
5 Hoare and He [1] allow p to be a relation in general, but then introduce a constraint (H3) that
requires p to be single-state. The designs we describe here are thus their H3-designs.
6 Allowing p and w to refer to okay and okay0 doesn’t add anything because (p ` w) is semanti-
cally equivalent to (p

true
okay

` w

true;true
okay;okay0

).
There are three interesting extreme cases of designs:
abortUTP b= (false ` true)
terminatesUTP b= (true ` true)
magicUTP b= (true ` false)
UTP designs form a complete lattice under the refinement ordering, with least element
abortUTP and greatest element magicUTP. The design terminatesUTP is the specifica-
tion that guarantees termination but nothing else. Note that the design (false ` w) is
semantically equivalent to abortUTP for any relation w. A design is infeasible in any
state, v, for which the precondition p holds but the relation w doesn’t relate v to any
final state, i.e., the set of infeasible states are those satisfying p ^ : (9 v0  w). The
design magicUTP is everywhere infeasible.
3 Z specifications
Let S be a Z schema [8, 9] representing the program state, then the Z schema
Z
S
S0
R
can be used as a specification. Here S0 stands for S with all components decorated with
a prime, and R is a predicate relating the components of S and S0. To save space we
write the above schema in its equivalent horizontal form: [S; S0 j R].
In Z, the precondition of an operation is the predicate (9 S0  R), i.e., any initial state
for which there exists a corresponding final state. The precondition is the domain of the
relation R. Under the conventional so-called contract, or non-blocking, interpretation of
a Z operation schema [16], a precondition in Z represents, as for a UTP design, both
an assumption on the initial state and the set of initial states on which termination is
required. Thus the schema Z above is refined by a schema [S; S0 j Q], i.e., [S; S0 j R] v
[S; S0 j Q], provided
[(9 S0  R)) ((9 S0  Q) ^ (Q) R))] :
Relating Z schemas and designs. Any Z schema of this form can be uniquely mapped
to a UTP design by the function ZD defined as follows.
ZD([S; S0 j R]) b= ((9 S0  R) ` R)
This mapping preserves the refinement ordering, and the image of the mapping forms a
subtheory of designs [1, Chap. 4].
There are two interesting extreme cases:
abortZ b= [S; S0 j false]
terminatesZ b= [S; S0 j true]
where abortZ is the least program in the refinement ordering. These schemas corre-
spond to their equivalents using designs, i.e.,
ZD(abortZ) = abortUTP
ZD(terminatesZ) = terminatesUTP
but note that one cannot represent magic by a Z specification. More generally, Z cannot
represent infeasible specifications and hence the Z model is not as expressive as UTP
designs (or VDM pre/post specifications, or B specifications).
In Object-Z [17, 18] operations are always terminating and the domain of the rela-
tion R is treated as the operation’s enabling condition7. Hence for Object-Z the schema
Z above is mapped to a design as follows:
OZD([S; S0 j R]) b= (true ` R) :
In the Object-Z model one can express infeasible specifications, although all specifica-
tions are terminating and non-aborting.
4 Distinguishing nontermination and abort
For reactive and real-time programs, it is often desirable to distinguish between abort
and nontermination, because nontermination can be a desirable property that one would
like to allow or even require in some circumstances. Even in the non-reactive case,
one would like to be able to specify heuristic search problems, where if the program
terminates, it returns a valid answer to a query, but the program is not guaranteed to
terminate for all queries. It is not possible to specify such programs using designs.
An important distinction between nontermination and abortion is that, while the
former may sometimes be a desirable property, the latter never is, so while a specifica-
tion may sometimes tolerate abortion, it should never demand it. Even the specification
abortUTP, while everywhere admitting abortion, does not actually demand it. So while
some of our new constructs in this paper allow a specification sometimes to demand
nontermination, none of them provides a means of demanding abortion.
To allow such specifications to be expressed, we extend the model to allow nonter-
mination and a program aborting to be distinguished. To do this, we use the boolean
observation term0 to model termination, and the boolean observation ok0 to model the
program not aborting. Informally ok0 ^ term0 in this model is equivalent to okay0 for
the UTP design model. As with the UTP design model, we also have the observations
ok, indicating that the program starts in a stable state (i.e., the preceding program has
not aborted), and term, indicating that the program starts at some finite time, (i.e., the
7 This is known in the Z and Object-Z literature as the blocking interpretation [16].
preceding program terminated). We introduce a new form of design, an extended design
(p `X r), that if p holds initially, guarantees to deliver a post-state satisfying r with re-
spect to the pre-state. The syntax of an extended design uses “`X” to distinguish it from
a design, which uses just “`”. The assumption p holding initially does not guarantee
termination, but r may explicitly refer to term0 to require termination. For example, for
a relation w that does not refer to term0,
– (p `X term0 ^ w) requires that if p holds initially, the program should terminate
and satisfy w between its pre-state and post-state;
– (p `X term0 ) w) requires that if both p holds initially and the program terminates,
then it also satisfies w;
– (p `X (q ) term0 ^ w) ^ (: q ) : term0)), where q is a single-state predicate
on the pre-state, requires that if p holds initially, then both the following conditions
hold: if q holds initially, the program should terminate and satisfy w; and if q does
not hold initially, the program never terminates.
For (non)termination there are three possibilities for each initial state: termination is
required, nontermination is required, or either termination or nontermination is possible.
The semantics of the extended design (p `X r) as a relation is characterised by the
following predicate:
(ok ^ term ^ p) ok0 ^ r) ^ (: term0 ) ok0) ^ (term0 ) term) : (4)
It says that if the program starts in a stable state at some finite time (i.e., ok ^ term) in
an initial state in which p holds, then the program will remain in a stable state (i.e., ok0)
and relation r will hold between the initial and final states. A nonterminating program
is ipso facto non-aborting and therefore stable (: term0 ) ok0), and a program can
only terminate if its predecessor terminated (term0 ) term). For an extended design,
the single-state predicate p should not refer to ok or term, and the relation r may refer to
term0 but not ok, ok0 or term.8 The relation r(v; v0; term0) is in terms of the initial values
of the program variables v, their final values v0, and the final termination observation
term0.
An extended design of the form
(true `X : term0 ^ x0 = 1) (5)
is not sensible because it constrains the final value of x to be one, even though it is
guaranteed to never terminate. Because one can never observe the final values of the
program variables in the case of nontermination, for an extended design to be well
formed, we require that r is such that it does not constrain the final values of the program
variables in the case of nontermination, i.e.,
[p ^ : term0 ) (r , (8 v0  r))] ; (6)
where v0 is the set of final-state program variables. Note that the program variables
(v) do not include the observations ok and term. The example (5) does not satisfy this
8 Again, allowing p and r to refer to ok, ok0, and term doesn’t add anything because (p `X r) is
semantically equivalent to (p

true;true
ok;term

`X r

true;true;true
ok;term;ok0

).
requirement because the following does not hold for all values of term0 and x0 :
[: term0 ) (: term0 ^ x0 = 1, (8 x0  : term0 ^ x0 = 1))]
 [: term0 ) (x0 = 1, false)]
 [: term0 ) (x0 6= 1)] :
An extended design (p0 `X r0) is refined by another extended design (p1 `X r1)
provided the semantic relation defined by the latter implies the semantic relation defined
by the former, that is,
[(ok ^ term ^ p1 ) ok0 ^ r1) ^ (: term0 ) ok0) ^ (term0 ) term))
(ok ^ term ^ p0 ) ok0 ^ r0) ^ (: term0 ) ok0) ^ (term0 ) term)] ;
which holds if and only if
[p0 ) (p1 ^ (r1 ) r0))] : (7)
This is similar to the condition for refining UTP designs (3), except that r0 and r1 may
refer to term0 to specify termination behaviour.
Relating designs and extended designs. To see that an extended design generalises
a design, we show that we can map any design into a unique extended design. For any
design, (p ` w), we have
DX(p ` w) b= (p `X term0 ^ w) :
It is straightforward to show that this mapping preserves the refinement ordering, and
that the image of this mapping is a subtheory of extended designs [1, Chap. 4].
For extended designs, we have the following interesting extreme cases:
abortX b= (false `X true)
chaosX b= (true `X true)
terminatesX b= (true `X term0)
foreverX b= (true `X : term0)
magicX b= (true `X false)
where abortX , terminatesX , and magicX correspond to their UTP design equivalents
(via the mapping DX). The other two commands do not have equivalent UTP designs:
chaosX does not abort but it may or may not terminate, and if it terminates then any final
state is possible; and foreverX does not abort but also never terminates. The extended
design chaosX is refined by both terminatesX and foreverX . Extended designs form a
complete lattice under the refinement ordering, with least element abortX and greatest
element magicX .
Total and partial correctness. To show that a program s is totally correct with re-
spect to the precondition p (interpreted as both an assumption on the initial states and a
termination set) and relation w, we must show
(p `X term0 ^ w) v s
and to show partial correctness with respect to the same precondition (this time inter-
preted as just an assumption on the initial state) and relation, we must show
(p `X term0 ) w) v s :
5 General correctness
Parnas [19, 20] introduced the notion of a limited domain (LD) relation to describe ter-
mination sets and pre-post relations (of a control structure that generalised Dijkstra’s
guarded command control structures [21]). Jacobs and Gries [22] introduced a similar
idea called general correctness, which has been further explored by Nelson [23] and
Dijkstra and Scholten [24]. Dunne has studied general correctness [25, 26] and incor-
porated general correctness into a UTP setting [27]. He makes use of a prescription of
the form (p  w), which is guaranteed to terminate from initial states in which p holds,
and if it does terminate (whether or not it was guaranteed to do so) then relation w holds
on termination. Note that the syntax of a prescription uses a “” in place of a “`” to
distinguish it. We can model the semantics of the prescription (p  w) as a relation by
making use of the observation term, which represents termination9:
(term ^ p) term0) ^ (term0 ) w ^ term) : (8)
The following examples illustrate the expressive versatility of prescriptions:
– (true  w) guarantees termination from any state and that w holds;
– (p  p ) w) requires that in any initial state in which p holds, the program
terminates and satisfies w, and if p does not hold initially, there is no guarantee of
termination and no guarantee about the final state (although it never aborts — see
Section 6 for further explanation);
– (false  w) corresponds to a partial correctness specification — although no guar-
antee of termination is given, if it does terminate, w holds; and
– (false  false) guarantees to never terminate.
A prescription (p0  w0) is refined by another prescription (p1  w1) provided
the semantic relation defined by the latter implies (is included in) the semantic relation
defined by the former, that is,
[(term ^ p1 ) term0) ^ (term0 ) w1 ^ term))
(term ^ p0 ) term0) ^ (term0 ) w0 ^ term)] ;
which holds if and only if [p0 ) p1] ^ [w1 ) w0] :
9 We use the observation name “term” to be consistent with the terminology in the rest of this
paper, although the name “ok” is used by Dunne [27].
Relating prescriptions and extended designs. To see that an extended design gener-
alises a prescription, we show that we can map any prescription into a unique extended
design. For any prescription (p  w) we have
PX(p  w) b= (true `X (p) term0) ^ (term0 ) w)) :
It is straightforward to show that this mapping preserves the refinement ordering, and
that the image of this mapping is a subtheory of extended designs.
For prescriptions we have the following interesting extreme cases:
chaosP b= (false  true)
terminatesP b= (true  true)
foreverP b= (false  false)
magicP b= (true  false)
where these all correspond to their extended design equivalents, but note that there is
no equivalent of abortX . Prescriptions form a complete lattice under the refinement
ordering, with least element chaosP and greatest element magicP. We expand on the
distinction between general correctness and extended designs in the next section.
6 Assumptions on the initial state versus termination sets
In both the UTP design, (p ` w), and the extended design, (p `X r), the predicate p
acts as an assumption the implementor can make about the initial state. If p doesn’t hold
initially then the implementation is free to do anything, even abort. The UTP design has
the requirement that the program must also terminate whenever p holds initially. Hence
for a UTP design, p is both an assumption on the initial state and a termination set. For
extended designs, p is only an assumption on the initial state. Modulo p, the termination
set is specified within r. This is because any behaviour is allowable if p does not hold
initially, so termination is only guaranteed from those initial states where both p holds
and r requires termination.
In the general correctness prescription (p  w), the predicate p specifies the termi-
nation set. There is no way to specify an assumption on the initial state (in the above
sense) in general correctness, because general correctness has no notion of abortion.
One can get close with a prescription of the form (p  q ) w), where q is a single-
state predicate on the initial state. If q does not hold initially, then any non-aborting
behaviour is allowed. However, this has a subtle difference in behaviour when prescrip-
tions are sequentially composed. In all our models, sequential composition is defined as
the relational composition of the semantic relations of the two commands. For general
correctness we have that
(p  true); (true  x0 = 1) (9)
guarantees that, even if p does not hold initially, if the first prescription terminates, then
the whole terminates and the final value of x will be one. Hence, if the whole terminates,
then x is guaranteed to be one. If we replace the prescriptions in (9) with UTP designs
or extended designs of the same form, no such guarantee about the final value of x is
given if p does not hold initially. With the UTP design (p ` true), if p doesn’t hold
initially, then its semantic relation allows okay0 to be false, in which case okay may
be false for the second command (true ` x0 = 1) and hence it can do anything, and
no guarantee can be given about the final value of x. However, for the prescription
(p  true), if p doesn’t hold initially, this prescription isn’t required to terminate, but if
it does terminate, (true  x0 = 1) is then required to terminate and set x to one.
Note that for extended designs, we have the law
abortX; s = abortX ;
but the following law does not hold in general
chaosX; s = chaosX :
In summary, the implementor can rely on the assumption, p, on the initial state
holding. Nothing can be assumed about an implementation, I, when it is executed from
an initial state not satisfying p, and furthermore nothing can be assumed about the be-
haviour of any component executing after I if the execution of I happens to terminate.
In contrast (non)termination represents an allowed or required behaviour of any imple-
mentation. The reason these are often confused is that both assumptions on the initial
state and termination sets are defined in terms of a condition on the initial state.
7 Timed designs
To discuss timing issues one can introduce an observation representing the current time,
as done by Hehner [10, 28, 29] and Abadi and Lamport [30]. An extended design can
be generalised to a timed design by replacing the observations term and term0 by the
observations  and  0, representing the initial and final times, respectively. The two most
interesting choices for representing time are the natural numbers and the non-negative
reals, in both cases augmented with the value1 to represent nontermination. For our
discussion here either representation is valid. Hehner [10, 28] uses natural numbers to
represent abstract time, that is, they represent a notion of progress rather than real time.
The real-time refinement calculus [13] uses real numbers to represent real time.
A timed design, (q `T r), has a semantics given by the following relation:
(ok ^  6=1 ^ q) ok0 ^ r) ^ ( 0 =1) ok0) ^    0 : (10)
The form is similar to that for an extended design (4), except that we require that time
does not go backwards, i.e.,    0. We allow q to refer to the before-values of the
program variables as well as  and  0, and r can to refer to both the before- and after-
values of the program variables as well as  and  0, but neither q nor r can refer to ok
or ok0. Because we allow it to refer to  0 the precondition q – which specifies the states
in which the program is guaranteed not to abort – is no longer a condition on the initial
state only, unlike the preconditions of each of our previous designs. To emphasise this
we have used the name q rather than p, which we reserve for predicates on a single state.
We allow q to refer to  0 so that we may express constraints regarding when the program
may abort. But note that q may not refer to v0 because, unlike  0, the final values v0 of
the program variables cannot be constrained in the event of the program aborting.
The inclusion of a time variable makes it possible to express, not just if the program
terminates, but when it terminates. Such execution time constraints may be included
in r, e.g.,  0     1 requires execution to take at most one time unit. Execution
time constraints may be used to define a deadline command [31], that requires that
the time is at most D when the deadline command is reached, as the timed design
(true `T  =  0  D ^ id), where id is the identity relation on program variables. The
deadline command is a specification construct; it cannot be directly implemented.
As already mentioned, as well as being used to specify termination time constraints,
time may also be used to specify when the program may abort. Program abortion time
constraints can be included in q. If q is taken to be false, as in the extreme program
abortT b= (false `T true) ;
we have that the program may become unstable immediately at the initial time  . Since
q is able to reference the final time,  0, it is also possible to specify that a program may
abort at least t time units after the start time  . For example, design
( 0    < 10 `T r)
may either terminate within 10 time units satisfying r, or it may do anything as long as
the  0 is greater than or equal to  + 10. A special case of this is the timed design
( 0    < 10 `T false)
which guarantees to run for 10 time units, after which it may become unstable. It can-
not terminate within 10 time units because in doing so it would incur the impossible
obligation of satisfying false. This program may also be expressed as the sequential
composition
(true `T  0     10); abortT
but note that this sequential composition could not be expressed as a single timed design
if we did not allow the precondition to refer to  0.
We consider a timed design such as ( 0    > t `T r) for some non-negative time t
not to be reasonable since it would put an upper bound on the time at which the program
may abort. Since we would like to specify that a program that may abort at time t may
be implemented by one which aborts at some later time (that is, a program that delays
the occurrence of a catastrophic event), we impose a condition on the assumption q of
a timed design (q `T r) that : q must not impose an upper bound on  0, i.e.,
: q)

8  00   0 <  00 ) : q

 00
 0

: (11)
We also need a timed-design version of condition (6) ensuring that the final values of
the program variables are not constrained under nontermination:
[ 6=1 ^ q ^  0 =1) (r , (8 v0  r))] : (12)
Refinement of timed designs,
(q0 `T r0) v (q1 `T r1) ;
is defined in terms of reverse implication of the equivalent semantic relations, and hence
holds provided
[ 6=1 ^    0 ^ q0 ) (( 0 6=1) q1) ^ ((q1 ) r1)) r0))] : (13)
This condition is similar to that for UTP designs (3) and extended designs (7), except
that it adds the implicit precondition that the start time is finite, and the healthiness
condition that no command can allow time to go backwards. The consequent is also
expressed differently because q1 may refer to the finish time  0. In the common special
case that q1 is independent of  0, the consequent simplifies to (q1 ^ (r1 ) r0)). In the
more general case, satisfaction of the antecedent  6= 1 ^    0 ^ q0 need only
imply that q1 holds when  0 is finite, since programs may not abort at time infinity,
however it must always guarantee that ((q1 ) r1)) r0) .
7.1 Relating extended designs and timed designs
Timed designs are richer than extended designs and hence we can simulate an extended
design (p `X r) by the timed design in which within r the observation term0, represent-
ing termination, is replaced by the observation that the final time is finite, i.e.,  0 6=1.
Hence we can map any extended design into a unique timed design. For any extended
design (p `X r) we have
XT(p `X r) b= (p `T r h  0 6=1term0 i) :
It is straightforward to show that XT preserves the refinement ordering, and that the
image of this mapping is a subtheory of timed designs.
One can define extreme cases in a similar fashion to those for extended designs,
except that terminatesT and foreverT make use of  0 rather than term0. We only give
the definition of these two:
terminatesT b= (true `T  0 6=1)
foreverT b= (true `T  0 =1) :
Timed designs form a complete lattice under the refinement ordering, with least element
abortT and greatest element magicT .
8 Timed reactive designs
To model the interactions of a real-time program with its environment, one can use a
trace of the values of the program variables over time, i.e., a mapping, , from times
to the values of the program variables at those times. As with timed designs, time can
either be natural numbers or real numbers, in both cases extended with infinity. The
domain of a trace, dom(), never includes the time1. A program relation then relates
an initial trace, , to an extension of that trace 0. For a timed reactive design, (q `R r),
both q and r are relations between the initial trace, , of the values of the program
variables up to the start time of the command, and the final trace 0. The start time 
is then an abbreviation for sup(dom()) and the final time  0 is an abbreviation for
sup(dom(0)), where sup stands for supremum, i.e., least upper bound. For a nonter-
minating computation, the domain of the final trace 0 has no finite bound, and hence
sup(dom(0)) = 1. A timed reactive design (q `R r) has a semantics given by the
following relation:
(ok ^  6=1 ^ q) ok0 ^ r) ^ ( 0 =1) ok0) ^   0 : (14)
The significant change from the timed design semantics (10) is that    0 is re-
placed by the stronger requirement that  is a prefix of 0, i.e.,   0, which implies
sup(dom())  sup(dom(0)), i.e.,    0. The initial state of a timed reactive design
corresponds to () and the final state (if there is one) to 0( 0). Note that if  0 = 1,
dom(0) is the complete range of all finite times, but does not include infinity. Hence
we don’t need a version of condition (12) in this case.
Another change from the timed design semantics is that precondition q – which
specifies the conditions under which the program is guaranteed to not abort – may
refer to the final trace 0. To illustrate, consider the following timed reactive design
interpreted using abstract time (i.e., the domain of  is natural numbers):
(0 6=  a hxi `R false) :
This may become unstable immediately after it has set the program state to the value x
at time  + 1 .
For the reactive timed design (q `R r) we impose a condition on q that is analogous
to (11) for timed designs:
: q)

800  0  00 ) : q

00
0

: (15)
It requires that a reactive design that may abort after behaving like trace 0, i.e., if q
is false for 0, may be implemented by one that aborts at some later time, i.e., q with
0 replaced by 00 is false for all traces 00 that are extensions of 0. Note that with
 0 = sup(dom(0)) and  00 = sup(dom(00)), (15) implies (11). The reactive design
(: (900  x 62 ran(00) ^ 0 =  a 00) `R false) ;
for instance, does not satisfy (15), since it may abort at time  , but it may not delay the
abortion time to time  + 1 and extend the final trace with a state that takes the value x.
Refinement of timed reactive designs,
(q0 `R r0) v (q1 `R r1) ;
is defined in terms of reverse implication of the equivalent semantic relations, and hence
holds provided
[ 6=1 ^   0 ^ q0 ) (( 6=1) q1) ^ ((q1 ) r1)) r0))] :
This condition is similar to that for timed designs (13), except that the predicates now
refer to the initial and final traces,  and 0, and the healthiness constraint    0 is
strengthened to ensure that the initial trace is a prefix of the final trace, i.e.,   0.
For abstract time (natural numbers) the timed reactive model corresponds closely
to models based on sequences of states as used in, for example, action systems [32]
and TLA [33], while for real-time (real numbers) a timed reactive design corresponds
closely to a real-time specification as used in the real-time refinement calculus [34, 35,
15, 13]. Hoare and He [1, Chap. 8] introduce reactive processes, which consider traces
of events, tr. Their processes satisfy the property that a process only ever extends a
trace, i.e., tr  tr0, similar to our constraint on traces of states.
Relating timed designs and timed reactive designs. Timed reactive designs gener-
alise timed designs. Each timed design (q `T t) can be mapped to a unique timed
reactive design.
TR(q `T t) b=
0BBBBBB@
0BB@
9 ;  0; v  q ^
 = sup(dom()) ^
 0 = sup(dom(0)) ^
v = ()
1CCA `R
0BBBBBB@
9 ;  0; v; v0  t ^
 = sup(dom()) ^
 0 = sup(dom(0)) ^
v = () ^
( 0 6=1)
v0 = 0( 0))
1CCCCCCA
1CCCCCCA
This mapping preserves the refinement ordering, and the image of this mapping is a
subtheory of timed reactive designs.
One can define extreme cases in a similar fashion to those for extended designs and
timed designs, except that terminatesR and foreverR make use of 0 rather than term0
or  0. We only give the definition of these two:
terminatesR b= (true `R sup(dom(0) 6=1)
foreverR b= (true `R sup(dom(0) =1) :
Timed reactive designs form a complete lattice under the refinement ordering, with least
element abortR and greatest element magicR .
9 Conclusions
The purpose of this paper has been to help formalise the relationships between a number
of different relational models of programs. These relationships are summarised graph-
ically in Figure 1. We introduced extended designs to allow nontermination and abort
to be distinguished. This allows both partial and total correctness concerns to be mod-
elled, as well as allowing requirements like “a program must not terminate from certain
initial states” to be specified. Z specifications [8, 9], UTP designs [1], VDM pre-post
specifications [2], refinement calculus specifications [3, 4], B specifications [7], and
general-correctness prescriptions [27] can be seen as special cases of extended designs.
Extended designs allow the distinction between an assumption on the initial state and a
termination set to be made.
One interesting consequence of formalising the relationships between these models
is that it has highlighted the fact that these different approaches to specification use the
word “precondition” to mean different things: it can mean an assumption, a termination
set, an enabling condition (or guard or test), or combinations of these (as described in
Section 1). By embedding all these approaches in the more general extended design
model, we can separate out these concepts and hence determine which of them applies
in each case. We hope that this better understanding of the relationships between the
models and the different interpretations of the meaning of “precondition” will lead to
less confusion when comparing or switching between these different models.
Extended designs can be seen as an abstraction of timed designs. In a timed design
one can place specific requirements on the final time  0, whereas in an extended design
one can only refer to termination (term0), which effectively abstracts all finite restric-
tions of  0 in a timed design simply to  0 6= 1. Timed designs making use of abstract
time are closely related to Hehner’s timed models [10, 28, 29].
Timed reactive designs provide a richer model than timed designs, in which initial
and final states are replaced by initial and final traces,  and 0, where  is a prefix of
0. With abstract time this model corresponds to those used for action systems [32] and
TLA [33], and with real time to the real-time refinement calculus [13, 15].
In developing the real-time refinement calculus, it was observed that one needed
to distinguish abort and nontermination, unlike in existing pre-post specifications in
UTP designs, VDM, the refinement calculus, and B. It was in order to reconcile these
models that the extended-design model was invented. It generalises the existing pre-post
specification models, while simultaneously being a specialisation of both the timed and
timed reactive models.
The relationship between the various models is given by the mappings between
models. Each downward link in Figure 1 corresponds to a mapping from a sparser
model to a richer one. In addition, one can compose these mappings to create a mapping
from a model to any richer one that can be reached by following downward links. For
example, one can compose the mapping DX from UTP designs to extended designs
with the mapping XT from extended designs to timed designs to get a mapping XT DX
from designs to timed designs.
Because the mappings between models embed one model as a subtheory of another,
this allows properties proved in the richer model, that apply to the elements of the
subtheory, to be used in the simpler model. Investigation of these uses of the mappings
and extending the mappings to program constructs other than designs are avenues for
future research.
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